
FINEVET DR 9
The Innovative Digital 
Veterinary System

FineVet DR 9                                                           
State of the art and true innovation in every sense. 
Never before has veterinary imaging seen a system
so streamlined and compact, built to rugged exacting 
standards with every attention to detail, providing all 
the functionality essential to small animal practices.
The Finevet DR9 system and associated system 
components also provides veterinarians with a complete 
upgrade path, whether it be to an existing film or CR environment. 
Hardware, software and image processing modules 
meld together seamlessly to produce images with incredible 
detail. 

IMAGE QUALITY
-    Rayence 9M pixel Flat Panel Detector (CsI, A-Si TFT Technology)
- Full Field 17x17 inch or removable 14x17 inch flat panel. 
- Integrated into table body or your existing table.

VETERINARY DEDICATED SOFTWARE
- Fast & Convenient registration of patients and examination protocols.
- Fully configurable to suit individual requirements. 
-
-
 Unrivalled power and simplicity of our exclusive acquisition user interface.
Outstanding image quality through our exclusive image processing engine

SMART DESIGN
 - Streamlined & Compact 

- Built to withstand the most demanding environments

PATIENT THROUGHPUT
- Images conveniently displayed on the Touch Screen Operator Console
- Instantly available for repeat exposures
- Eliminate costly retakes 

REDUCED EXPENSE

AFFORDABLE QUALITY

- No more film and chemistry costs
- Save dark room space
- Increase your capabilities 
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FINEVET DR 9
The Innovative Digital Veterinary System

Finevet DR9 will give your practise the solution that it needs. 
Images of the highest possible quality at the lowest possible 
dose........fast. Essential elements only made possible through 
flat panel DR detector technology which provide industry leading 
detection efficiency (DQE).

Film and chemistry costs and that choking darkroom are a  
thing of the past. Finevet will deliver all the imaging needs 
to your practise in a compact and functional environment.
Patient throughput is vastly accelerated and DR9 even 
eliminates the need for a separate generator control. 
Everything is integrated into one simple to use PC workstation.

Do not forget the importance of where your X-rays are 
generated from!! Without a reliable X-ray generator your 
system is dead in the water. Finevet systems are coupled 
with the 32kw or 40kw/50kw (option) CMP200 generator 
from CPI Canada. CPI is the worldwide leader in generator 
technology, unsurpassed in reliability with more installed 
systems worldwide than any other manufacturer.

Is it affordable??......you be the judge and be pleasantly surprised.
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Image

 

Matrix
9 Mega

 

pixels (3072*3072)
Rayence 1717SCC  Flat Panel 
Detector

Acquisition Time
Within 3.5 seconds after exposure

Table
Longitudinal Stroke: ±9.8 in. (±250mm)
Transverse Stroke: ±2.4in. (±60mm)
Animal Weight: 330lb. (150kg)

Compatibility
DICOM compliance enables integration to PACS

Specifications

System DescriptionDimensions
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FINEVET DR 9
The Innovative Digital Veterinary System

Finevet DR9 will give your practise the solution that it needs. 
Images of the highest possible quality at the lowest possible 
dose........fast. Essential elements only made possible through 
flat panel DR detector technology which provide industry leading 
detection efficiency (DQE).

Film and chemistry costs and that choking darkroom are a  
thing of the past. Finevet will deliver all the imaging needs 
to your practise in a compact and functional environment.
Patient throughput is vastly accelerated and DR9 even 
eliminates the need for a separate generator control. 
Everything is integrated into one simple to use PC workstation.

Do not forget the importance of where your X-rays are 
generated from!! Without a reliable X-ray generator your 
system is dead in the water. Finevet systems are coupled 
with the 32kw or 40kw/50kw (option) CMP200 generator 
from CPI Canada. CPI is the worldwide leader in generator 
technology, unsurpassed in reliability with more installed 
systems worldwide than any other manufacturer.

Is it affordable??......you be the judge and be pleasantly surprised.

Preview images on the touchscreen via main console software sync.  
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Image Matrix
9 Mega pixels (3072*3072)
Samsung Flat Panel Detector

Acquisition Time
Within 3.5 seconds after exposure

Table
Longitudinal Stroke: ±9.8 in. (±250mm)
Transverse Stroke: ±2.4in. (±60mm)
Animal Weight: 330lb. (150kg)

Compatibility
DICOM compliance enables integration to PACS

Specifications

System DescriptionDimensions




